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OCCURENCE REPORTING
INCIDENTS

PROTECTING THE REPORTER

JC ESSENTIAL ASPECTS



Two equal goals:
- Enhancing Safety and Administration of Justice

No extremes:
- No immunities from Prosecution

- No misuse of Prosecution/Judicial Powers

Resolve at the roots:
- Protect reporting/investigation process

- - Establish prosecution policy
Support Judiciary and mutual Education

BALANCING



EUROCONTROL AND JUST CULTURE ACTIVITIES
Just Culture – Prosecutor Expert Courses and Events

…+ (Bi) Annual Conference, Regional and National events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some noteworthy Just Culture achievements during 2019 include:Just Culture Task Force updated work programme was proposed and endorsed by stakeholders;Two just culture ’expert’ courses run in association with IFATCA and ECA that aims to produce a pool of + 84 aviation ‘experts’ who can interface with national judiciary.Two just culture ’expert’ courses run in association with ERA (European Union Agency for Railways) that aims to produce a pool of railway experts’ following the aviation modelRegional roadshows/workshops were held to ‘show and sell’ the Just Culture Model Policy and ‘expert’ course. Deployment of the Just Culture climate survey was embedded in the SMS Standard of Excellence Questionnaire.A new portal on SKYbrary was released to host the Just Culture Knowledge and Repository centre.  Slovenian MoU between CAA and National Prosecutor Authority on Aviation Investigations.PeCa make sure that a Prosecutor can get independent and high level advice at the moment when he or she starts looking at the facts surrounding an incident or accident in order to decide on starting a (preliminary) investigation on whether to prosecute or not. At that stage an informal discussion can be very enlightening by providing full insight in the technical and operational elements of an incident or accident. The good work continues: new workshops are already scheduled as well as follow-up sessions to further strengthen and enshrine at national level the results with the aim of assisting national prosecutor offices in implementing prosecution policies.Just Culture and Corporate: the CEO course in June and November 2019 about the 737 Max case.Set up inside Eurocontrol of the Just Culture Committee aiming to ensure the application of the Just Culture Principle at corporate level.



EUROCONTROL JUST CULTURE TASK FORCE
Soon to become Working Group

Is committed to:
• Promote debate and discussion on the legal issues that relate to

safety and justice, in particular Just Culture;
• Foster and support dialogue between safety and judicial experts;
• Develop guidance material and policies in order to support the

implementation and dissemination of Just Culture;
• Develop proposals for consideration by relevant bodies

(EUROCONTROL Permanent Commission, European Commission
and its relevant agencies, and within relevant Member States
Ministries;

• Any other tasks considered necessary to meet the above objectives.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Practical arrangements The members of the Just Culture Task Force will be the representatives of, inter alia, States(Justice and Transport Ministries, Prosecutors office), ANSPs, Professional Associations, Aviation Trade Associations, EASA, ICAO, the European Commission, EUROCONTROL Agency, European Union Agency for Railways, Healthcare Agencies and Associations who have an interest in furthering the objectives of the Task Force. The EUROCONTROL Agency nominates the Chair of the Task Force and provides secretarial support. Meetings will be convened as necessary (usually 2 times per year).Latest activities have been related to promote the share of knowledge through on-line meeting and sharing of the Dutch Aviation Prosecutor Investigation Instruction.Promotion of the Just Culture Manifesto (SKYbrary). 



- Experience
- Independence
- Training
- Knowledge
- Technical and communication skills
- List to be Published by the end of 2020

Criteria for Prosecutor Expert List of 
EUROCONTROL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minimum 10 years operational experience (ATCO, pilot), current licence holder (active ATCO/pilot) and not more than 3 years after retirement (stop of active practice – flying/controlling) to allow currency in the job (endorsement and type rating); aim for variety in terms of type of operation. i.e. jet, turboprop, heli. , TWR, APP ACC etc). After retirement the currency is understood to be maintained through active involvement in various cases or through participation in different refresher courses/events. Independence (of any union and management/employer activities), impartiality  and integrity; Peer recognition through recommendation and endorsement by the national professional association. EUROCONTROL Member States “spread” (aimed to avoid black spots on the map as well as language issues) should be kept in mind. The final decision for selection will be taken in conjunction with EUROCONTROL , IFATCA and ECA. Attended the EUROCONTROL – IFATCA – ECA Prosecutor Expert Course (Basic followed by the Advanced course); Attended regularly (cannot miss e.g. 2 consecutive events) the EUROCONTROL – IFATCA – ECA Just Culture refresher conferences/events; Effective communication skills (verbal/oral and writing) (observed/assessed during the PeC); i.e. the ability to express in a objective and neutral manner the technical and operational aspects and context of an occurrence  Demonstrable motivation to engage in Just Culture related national and European activities –; (e.g. Motivational Letter). Submit an annual report on personal JC activities to EUROCONTROL – IFATCA – ECA (can be very brief and via email) Demonstrated technical, operational knowledge and experience as well as demonstrated applied knowledge or experience in the field of safety and human factors  Basic  knowledge of the national prosecution function or previous experience with judiciary in a Just Culture context would be an advantage;



JUST CULTURE ACROSS INDUSTRIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS (VIAREGGIO, ETC.)HEALTHCARE CASE (UK, ETC.)The aim is to create a Just Culture Environment across industries that have common element about risk and dangerous activities.



JUST CULTURE REPOSITORY CENTER

https://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Category:Repository/Just_Culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The repository centre progresses and we add periodically material, good practices, toolkits etcThe Knowledge centre still in the making in the future

https://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Category:Repository/Just_Culture


JUST CULTURE REPOSITORY CENTER
Latest update

Instruction with regard to 
criminal investigation and
prosecution of civil 
aviation occurrences

https://www.skybrary.aero/bookshelf/books/5855.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS (VIAREGGIO, ETC.)HEALTHCARE CASE (UK, ETC.)The aim is to create a Just Culture Environment across industries that have common element about risk and dangerous activities.

https://www.skybrary.aero/bookshelf/books/5855.pdf


JUST CULTURE “EFFECTS”

- COOPERATION AGREEMENTS

- COOPERATION AGREEMENTS 
WITH NATIONAL JUR SCHOOL

- JC AT CORPORATE LEVEL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Memorandum of Understanding is intended to define the arrangements for cooperation in the event of related investigations in the areas of civil aviation, maritime transport, inland waterways, railways and the movement of vehicles on public roads between the Independent Aviation Investigations Authority in its function as a safety investigation authority, and the National Judicial AuthorityAccess to the Site of the Accident Exchange of Information Cooperation during the Investigation of an Accident Handling Evidence Cooperation Agreements with National Judiciary School would implement the sharing of Just Culture knowledge on Judiciary side.Now what about Just Culture at the Corporate Level? Also known as ‘internal’ Just Culture? It is very much part of the general JC concept. In a corporate environment with an understandable emphasis on safety, but also regarding efficiency and performance-based financial goals, the “corporate culture” will interact with the JC elements as adopted in the company. Corporate sanctions cannot be compared with criminal law sanctions. Unacceptable behaviour at corporate level must therefore be reconciled with applicable criminal rules that govern the responsibilities of the criminal judicial authorities. 



JUST CULTURE AND MEDIA

Communication management

Media Training

Addressing communication with external 
audiences (communication policy, awareness 

about media relations, people around and
social media)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digitalisation makes JC increasingly important when it becomes more complex to track down the source of what went wrong.The aim of training and education – also according to social media point of view – would be to promote a satisfaction and utility judgment on behaviours that create an immediate and retained changes in knowledge, demonstration of skill and then once got the new knowledge they will be transferred to behaviour in the work environment.Course developed and delivered to a set of Experts.



JUST CULTURE AND JUDICIARY: THE WAY FORWARD

DEVELOPING AND SUPPORT JUST CULTURE

ESTABLISHING A JUST CULTURE ENVIRONMENT

SUPPORT NATIONAL JUST CULTURE MODEL POLICY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st STEPDeveloping of Just Culture events (at national level) divided per categories of participants (events for aviation experts and events for judiciary) in order to facilitate a wider participation;Use those people (experts and judiciary) who have already attended as a leverage with their respective colleagues in order to support our efforts (e.g. the case of Spanish judiciary or Italian one);Continuing and supporting with Courses, National Workshops, Annual Conference;Try to organize National Workshops as immediately consequential of Courses and Annual Conference in order to facilitate a quick follow up and;Avoid that those people who have already attended at Course and National Workshops will participate again. The risk is to build up a closing circle (e.g. the case of ATCOs). 2nd STEP At this step we should have an enlarged environment of Just Culture making attention to establish an approximately ratio between experts and judiciary in order to balance their participation;Try to reach Agreements with ANSPs and National Judiciary School (NJS) on permanent training and education;This could reinforce 1st step establishing a continuous stream among Eurcontrol, ANSPs and NJS. 3rd STEP Try to create an European Environment on Just Culture as a single player with ERA, EMSA, etc., in order to deal with each country as a “single supplier of Just Culture”;This should enlarge the awareness of Just Culture at domestic level;Supporting and Developing a National Policy on Just Culture.



Coordination between safety investigators 
and judiciary authorities

Recognises the need to protect accidents 
and incidents reports; not to be used by a 

prosecutor as evidence

Criminal prosecution limited to cases of 
“gross negligence” and “wilful misconduct”

No prosecution for actions, omissions or 
decisions of a reasonable person, even in 

the case of an unpremeditated or 
inadvertent infringement of the law

JUST CULTURE MODEL POLICY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The policy is a concise document that addresses the criminal investigation and prosecution processes relating to civil transport incidents and accidents, which have been reported under mandatory or voluntary reporting schemes. It provides guidance material for the coordination between safety investigation bodies and judicial authorities and for the protection of reports filed under mandatory and voluntary occurrence reporting schemes and their respective reporters. Incident and accident reports, as well as witness declarations received in the context of safety investigations must not be used by a prosecutor as evidence in criminal proceedings.E.g. for aviation in line with EU regulations No 996/2010 and 376/2014.While the Model Policy has been a great support since its inception in 2012, the political and legislative landscape has moved forward. The understanding and acceptance of Just Culture has progressed in- and outside Europe. EUROCONTROL has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the European Union Agency for Railways (ERA), whereby the two Organisations undertake to cooperate on matters of safety, and in particular to join forces in promoting the principles of JC to the administrations of justice within the respective Member States. Therefore, a new version of the Model Policy has been developed jointly by EUROCONTROL and ERA, with the support of the EUROCONTROL Just Culture Task Force, of which ERA has also become a member, alongside representatives of aviation stakeholders, healthcare organisations and other interested parties.  It is expected that in the next cycle the Maritime domain through the European Maritime Safety Agency should join the Just Culture TF and the Organisations that are endorsing the policy and then a policy applicable to all modes of transportation will be produced. The Model Policy is clearly not intended to be mandatory – it contains suggestions for a prosecution policy which the Judiciary in all States can adopt and publish at national level, taking into account the specificities of their judicial and prosecutorial system. In doing so the Policy will foster the implementation of Just Culture and ensure appropriate arrangements between their safety and judicial authorities.



JUST CULTURE DELIVERABLES

1. Understanding Biases of Judgment for Members of Judiciary

2. Just Culture Manifesto

3. Implementation of the Just Culture at Corporate Level (Eurocontrol)

4. Support and Development of MoU across European Countries between

Judiciary and ANSP (Luxembourg, Slovenia, etc.)



SOME NOTES ON JC AT CORPORATE LEVEL

+++ JUST CULTURE COMMITTEE +++ 

1. Awareness

2. Training

3. Legal Protection

4. Sanctions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the Corporate level the benefits of the EU Occurrence Reporting Regulation are spreading; in November 2015 the EU Declaration on European Just Culture at Corporate Level was signed by a wide selection of Air Transport, ATM and Airport Interest Organisations as well as Social Partners. 1. Awareness Campaign Conducting a survey among staff and contractors asking them various questions about how they thought the organization would respond to a given behaviour if a) that behaviour resulted wrong and b) that behaviour resulted right could be a good first step.The aim should be to verify how employees thought to be judged.Awareness education:One-day education to evaluate the JC principle and how it proceeds inside the Agency and to better understand the perspective from outside.People then move to the process of classifying behavioural choices as "error," "at-risk behaviour," or "reckless behaviour" on the ground that they feel able to judge the behavioural choices of other human beings.The aim is to get a classification of risk as follow:- Human error—inadvertent action; inadvertently doing other than what should have been done;- At-risk behaviour—behaviour that increases risk where risk is not recognized, or is mistakenly believed to be justified.- Reckless behaviour—behavioural choice to consciously disregard a substantial and unjustifiable risk.On the same time awareness campaign aims to delivery the message that:Human error could be managed through changes in: Choices, Processes, Procedures, Training, Design, Environment (To console)At-risk behaviour could be managed through removing incentives for at-risk behaviours; Creating incentives for healthy behaviours; Increasing situational awareness (To coach).Reckless behaviour could be managed through punitive and remedial actions (To punish). This would help to build up a system able to respond in a just manner to employee’s behaviours and looking to their choices and to errors and issues they reported. 2. Training There is the necessity to make a selection of items and issues in order to well address the development of training inside the Agency. What we can also take in consideration is the “contact” with “social media” by staff or other employees.The necessity of communication management in order to find those people able to have contacts with media and press.This is fit in an ordinary way and in an ideal world in which no other person has “contact” outside or no other tools can be used to communicate.In this sense, the education on JC should strong focus on this topic not just to avoid inconvenience or conflict with the official communication but to transform it in a leverage to spread the believing in the JC principle (also in consideration of the increasing impact on public opinion rather than the traditional way of communicate).The aim of training and education – also according to social media point of view – would be to promote a satisfaction and utility judgment on behaviours that create an immediate and retained changes in knowledge, demonstration of skill and then once got the new knowledge they will be transferred to behaviour in the work environment. 3. Legal Protection In relation to the “legal protection” in case of personal responsibility the provision of an insurance policy and legal support from law firm aim to reach several points.From one hand it ensures to employees the “protection” from their own Agency increasing the trust on it and on its working policy.On the other hand, it even ensures to the Agency to develop a single legal approach to cases avoiding fragmentation of legal support if it is left on employees’ choice. 4. Sanctions To foresee sanctions for those who have the duty to report seems to be fair and to this end evaluating a specific sanctions system.



JUST CULTURE AND COORDINATION WITH OTHER 
AVIATION “LEGAL TOOLS”

EU Reg. 255/2010

EU Reg. 1139/2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EU Reg. 376/2014 and Exc. Reg. 1018/2015 had set up a specific environment for occurrences reporting on the track of Reg. 996/2010.Since their adoption no other EU regulations have been issued on JC and Aviation Investigations.If it is well clear the need to protect the reporter on the other hand is becoming relevant the necessity to put a deterrent for those whose reporting is mandatory and that not fulfil their duty as Reg. 996/2010 provides to set up.At this stage and according the Italian experience there is a specific legislation (legislative decrees 173/2017 and 191/2017) that saving the criminal relevance of the violations, provides economic fine for the violations of EU Reg. 255/2010 and Reg. 13/2018 from people who are on charges. Notwithstanding the above national decrees are not directly linked to EU Reg. 996/2010 and 376/2014, it could be real that an infringement EU Reg. 255/2010 and 1139/2018 may underlies an event classifiable as an occurrence that must be reported. In such a case we may assist to an infringement of Reg. 1139/2018 without any criminal offence that is not reported due to the fear of economic sanction. Despite the critics from stakeholders to the Italian legislative decrees, it seems clear that they try to balance the need the principle of equality before the law with the specific shape of aviation.Not every occurrence becomes event with criminal relevance and unfortunately not for every occurrence (as in EU Regs.) it is possible to investigate if there was an honest mistake or not. To foresee sanctions for those who have the duty to report seems to be fair and to this end evaluating a specific sanctions system but accordingly to Just Culture principle.



JUST CULTURE AND PROPOSAL FOR SINGLE 
EUROPEAN SKY REGULATION (Sep 2020)

Acknowledgement of the Just Culture Principles

Recital 6 (EC proposal 22 Sep 2020)

‘The simultaneous pursuit of the goals of augmentation of air 

traffic safety standards and improvement of the overall

performance of ATM and air navigation services (ANS) for general 

air traffic in Europe requires that the human factor be taken into

account. Therefore, the Member States should uphold ‘just 

culture’ principles. The opinions and recommendations of the 

Expert Group on the Human Dimension of the Single European

Sky should be considered and taken into account.’.



EU REG. 376/2014 REVIEW IS UNDERWAY

STEPS

1. Adoption of the delegated act by the European Commission (EC)

2. Scrutiny by the European Parliament (EP)

3. Publication of the delegated act in the Official Journal of the EU

4. Entry in force and applicability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The review of the Reg. 376/2014 is underway focused on the set up of a risk classification scheme for the identification of high-individual safety occurences to enable rapid action.The scheme should aim to help the assessment of occurences and in determining where the best to focus the efforts.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND

ATTENTION!
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